Abstract.
If U is a scheme, then cd(/7), the cohomological dimension of U, is the largest integer ; such that there exists a quasi-coherent sheaf F on U such that H'(F) + 0.
In [1] , G. Faltings proved that if Fis an algebraic set of pure codimension / in P", then
(1) cd(P" -V)^n -\n/t\.
This note gives some algebraic sets for which equality holds in (1).
Theorem. Put s = [n/t] and let V = V0 U Vx U • • • U Vs be the union of s + 1 algebraic sets of pure codimension t in general position in P" (i.e. such that the intersection of all of them is empty). Then
This theorem (from the author's thesis [4]) answers the conjecture from [3] in the affirmative and covers all three examples from [3] , but not the statement of the main theorem.
For a proof it is convenient to translate the problem into an algebraic language. Put R" = k[x0,.. .,xn]tx v ) and let 21 be the defining ideal of V in Rlt. Then the cohomological dimension of P" -V is the largest integer i such that H¡¡+1(Rn) # 0 (cf. [2] ).
Lemma. Put s = [n/t] and let 210, ä1,.. .,91 • be j + 1 homogeneous ideals of pure height t in Rn. Put ß; = LrrZ'01l r. Then H'ß(Rn) = 0 if i ^ n -s + j + 2.
Proof. If j = 0, the result follows from (1). Put 0, _, = Epf/ ' 21,. Then /?, _ ¡ n 21, has the same radical as y,_, = T,rrZ'(/1(^r n H ■). Since ßf x and yJ_1 are sums of j -1 ideals of pure heights t in R", we may assume that H¡¡ (R") = H^ (R") = 0 for all / > n -s +j + 1. We also know that J¥¿ (ÄJ -0 if i > n -'s + 2. The Remark. The above Lemma gives a lower bound on the number of algebraic sets of given codimension which are needed to cut out a given algebraic subset of P" set-theoretically. Namely, if Fc P" and cd(P" -V) = v, then we need at least v + 1 -(n -[n/t]) algebraic subsets of pure codimension t to cut out V settheoretically.
Faltings' inequality (1) and the fact that it is exact for all n and t (our Theorem) suggest the following.
Conjecture. Every algebraic subset of P" of pure codimension t is a set-theoretic intersection of n + 1 -[n/t] hypersurfaces [4, p. 8].
For additional supporting evidence for this conjecture see [4, Theorem 6].
